Abstract. An equational theory E is permutative if for all terms s, t : s =E t implies that the terms s and t contain the same symbols with the same number of occurrences. The class of permutative equational theories includes the theory of AC (associativity and commutativity). It is shown in this research note that there is no algorithm that decides E-unifiability of terms for all permutative theories. The proof technique is to provide for every Turing machine M, a permutative theory with a confluent term-rewriting system such that narrowing on certain terms simulates the Turing machine M.
Introduction
There are a lot of investigations into the unification properties of the equational theory AC of one function symbol that is associative and commutative [LS76, Sti81, Kir85, Büt86, Fag87, For87, HS87] . It is well known that solvability of unification problems with respect to AC is decidable and that a finite set of unifiers is always sufficient to represent all solutions. The odd thing is that all proofs of these properties are done by transforming unification problems into linear Diophantine equations. So one may ask: Does there exist a direct proof of all these properties of AC, and if this is the case, how general is the class of equational theories where this proof is valid? In this paper we show that the class of permutative theories, a class that is very close to AC, still contains equational theories where unification is undecidable.
Lankford and Ballantyne [LB77] introduced permutative equational theories as a generalization of AC in order to describe term rewriting modulo some permutative equational theory (see, also, Jouannaud & Kirchner [JK84] ). A permutative equational theory E is defined as an equational theory, where in every equation s = E t, the number of occurrences of every symbol in s is the same as in t. Permutativity of an equational theory can be decided by inspecting the axioms in one of its presentations. Permutative theories have some nice properties: Every equivalence class [s] = E with respect to = E is finite; the word-problem with respect to = E is decidable; E-matching is decidable; sets of E-matchers are finite and effectively computable; and minimal unifier sets always exist (cf. [Sza82, Sie88, BHSS87] ).
A generalization of permutative theories are the finite theories, in which every = E -equivalence class is finite. It is well known that there exist finite theories with an undecidable unification problem. An example of such a theory is D A (twosided distributivity and associativity with the following axioms: SS88b] . However, D A is not permutative, since the axiom f (x, g(y, z)) = g(f (x, y), f (x, z)) violates the condition for permutativity.
A specialization of permutative theories, but a class still containing AC are the variable-permutative theories. A theory E is variable-permutative, iff there is an axiomatization E, such that for every axiom l = r in E, the terms l and r have the same term structure, the same number of occurrences of each variable in l and r, but the variables may be permuted. Notice, that variable-permutativity is in general not inherited to all derivable equations. This class contains AC, since the following axiomatization is variable-permutative:
It was conjectured by J.-P. Jouannaud [Jou87] that the class of variable-permutative theories has a terminating unification algorithm. However, this is not the case, as shown by the author in [SS88a] by giving an example of a variable-permutative theory that has a unification problem which requires an infinite set of unifiers for representing all solutions. The issue of decidability of unification in variable-permutative theories is still open.
In this paper it is shown that unification in permutative theories is undecidable. Hence, the class of permutative theories does not possess all the nice properties of AC.
Undecidability of Unification in Permutative Theories
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic notions and definitions of terms, equational theories, unification with respect to an equational theory, term rewriting systems and narrowing (cf. [KB70,HO80,Hue80,Sie88,Hul87,BHSS87]).
The proof of undecidability of unification in permutative theories proceeds as follows: For every Turing machine M we define a set of rewrite rules for every line of the Turing machine program. The resulting term rewriting system R M is shown to be confluent, hence we can use narrowing as unification procedure. The equational theory E M described by these rewrite rules is permutative. Then we give two terms s, t such that the narrowing process simulates the Turing machine M starting on blank tape.
Let M be a Turing machine. We assume that M uses symbols from the finite alphabet A = {B, 1, . . . , n} where n ≥ 2 and B stands for "blank", and that blanks cannot be printed on the tape. The subset {1, . . . , n} of A is denoted by A n . We assume that the states of M are natural numbers in {1, . . . , m}. Furthermore, we can assume that it has a only one accepting state denoted by q ACC . The starting state is denoted by q ST .
Words over A n serve as input to M, where the input word w is written on the tape and M starts by reading the leftmost symbol of w. The assumptions imply that the tape of such a Turing machine if started on some input w always consists of a left area of infinitely many blanks, a marked tape without blanks, and a right area consisting of infinitely many blanks. Furthermore, the head of the Turing machine either reads a symbol within the marked tape or a blank next to the marked tape. Note that these assumptions can be made without loss of generality [HU79] .
The transformation of M into a term rewriting system R M is as follows. We use a signature consisting of two different constants a and b, a ternary function symbol f , a (n + 1)-ary function symbol g and an M -ary function symbol h. The function symbol f is used for encoding the instantaneous descriptions of M, g for the description of the tape, and h for encoding the state. An instantaneous description α 1 qα 2 of M is represented as f (q, α 1 , α 2 ). Here q is the current state, α 1 is the tape content to the left of the head and α 2 is the tape content to the right of the head, including the currently scanned symbol. The state q is encoded as a term h(a, . . . , a, b, a, . . .), where b is at the qth argument position.
The tape content is encoded with the function symbol g as follows. The first n argument positions encode one symbol and the last argument is a pointer to the rest of the tape. We explain the translation of the lines of the Turing machine program into a term rewriting system by examining all important cases. Basically, there are four different possibilities: either the head moves right or left in some situation, and either the head reads B or not. We describe the corresponding encodings.
Definition 2.1. (i) Suppose in state q 1 , if the head reads a symbol k ∈ A n , a symbol k is printed, the new state is q 2 and the head moves right. This is encoded in rewrite rules of the form:
Here the symbols i and j range over symbols from A.
(ii) Suppose in state q 1 , if the head reads a symbol k ∈ A n , a symbol k is printed, the new state is q 2 and the head moves left. This is encoded in rewrite rules of the form:
The symbols i and j range over the symbols from A, and if i is B, then j is also B.
Parts (iii) and (iv) cover the case, where the head reads a blank next to the marked tape. (iii) Suppose in state q 1 , if the head reads B, a symbol k is printed, the new state is q 2 and the head moves right. This is encoded in rewrite rules as follows:
The symbol i ranges over the symbols from A n . In the first rule, the head is at the right end of the marked tape and in the second rule, the head is at the left end. (iv) Suppose in state q 1 , if the head reads a B, a symbol k is printed, the new state is q 2 and the head moves left. This is encoded in rewrite rules as follows:
The symbols i and j range over the symbols from A n . In the first rule the head is at the left end of the marked tape and in the second rule, the head is at the right end.
The above encoding needs, at most, finitely many rewrite rules to encode one line of the Turing machine program. We have omitted the non-sensible combinations, which correspond to the case that a symbol from A n is outside the marked tape or that a B is inside the marked tape. The omission of these redundant rules is necessary for the correct behaviour of the narrowing process.
Intuitively, simplification of terms using R M corresponds to executing M on a finite tape. The contribution of narrowing is to simulate an infinite tape.
Let R M be the term rewriting system constructed from the Turing machine M by the above translation rules. Then R M is left and right linear, i.e. variables occur at most once in the terms of the left-hand side and right-hand side, respectively. Furthermore, the left-and right-hand side of every rule l → r contain the same variables, i.e., V (l) = V (r).
Let E M be the equational theory generated by the term rewriting system R M . Then the following holds.
Lemma 2.2.
Proof. (i) If we count the number of symbols in the left-and right-hand side of rules, we always obtain the same result, due to our encoding of symbols in terms of the two constants a and b.
(ii) The term rewriting system R M is left and right linear. It is easy to check that there are no critical pairs. Rewrite systems with these properties are intensively studied in [Hue80] in section 3.3. We use the terminology given there. R M is strongly closed, since R M has no critical pairs. Lemma 3.2 and the following corollary in [Hue80] show that R M is confluent, since it is left and right linear.
Note that the term rewriting system R M may be nonterminating, i.e. there may be infinite derivations using rewrite rules from R M . A term t to which no rewrite rule is applicable, is said to be in normal form. Since R M is confluent, the normal form of a term t is unique, if it exists. We say a substitution σ is normal, iff all terms σx for all variables x are in normal form.
As a preparation we have to show that normal unifiers always exist. Let t be a term. Then a subterm s of t is called a maximal f -subterm, iff s is a proper subterm of t, s starts with f , and s is maximal with respect to this property. We abstract terms and subterms by variables as follows. Let T be a finite set of terms, such that for every t in T , all subterms of t are also in T , and let W be a set of new variables. The abstractions α and β are defined on T , such that β is defined only on terms from T starting with an f , β has values only in W , and for all s, t starting with f : β(s) = β(t) ⇔ s = E M t. The f -abstraction α of term t is defined as follows: α replaces every maximal f -subterm r of t by the variable β(r).
For example, the maximal f -subterms of , a, a) and f (b, b, b) and an abstraction is f (x 1 , x 1 , x 2 ). Lemma 2.3. Let s, t be two terms starting with f . Then
Proof. If the rewriting is at toplevel, then we have α(s) → R M α(t), since f occurs only as top symbol in the left-and right-hand sides of rules in R M . If the rewriting is in a proper subterm of s, then we have α(s) = α(t).
Lemma 2.4. Let s, t be two terms starting with f . Then
Proof. "⇐": If α(s) = E M α(t), then we can derive the equation s = E M t by applying the substitution {β(r) ← r|r is a maximal f -subterm of t or s}, and by replacement of equals by equals. "⇒": Let s = E M t . Since R M is confluent, there exists a term r and an R M -derivation from s as well as from t ending up with r. By Lemma 2.3 using induction on the length of a derivation we obtain α(s) = E M α(r) = E M α(t).
Lemma 2.5. Let s, t be terms starting with f , such that no subterm of s and t starts with f . Then s and t are E M -unifiable, iff there exists a normal E M -unifier θ of s and t.
Proof. We prove the nontrivial direction. Let σ be a substitution such that σs = E M (t). If σ does not introduce f 's in its codomain, then we are done, since in this case, σ is normal. If σ introduces terms containing f 's, then let α be an abstraction using a set W of new variables. For every x, we construct θ from σ as follows: if σx starts with f , then θx := β(σx); if σx does not start with f , then we define θx := α(σx). We have θs = E M α(σs) and θt = E M α(σt), since there are no proper subterms of s and t that start with f . Lemma 2.4 shows that θs = E M θt. Furthermore, θ is normal.
Since R M is confluent, we can use narrowing [Hul87, Fay79] as unification procedure for E M . The following theorem follows from results and proofs in [Hul87] and is a specialization of the completeness result in [Hus92] .
Theorem 2.6. Let s, t be two terms and let θ be a normal E M -unifier of s and t. Then narrowing provides an E M -unifier σ that is more general than θ on V (s, t).
We use the following unification problem Γ to simulate the execution of M with input w: Γ w := f (q ST , g B (x), t w (y)) = f (q ACC , z 1 , z 2 ) E M , where t w (y) is the term encoding of wB, and x, y, z 1 and z 2 are variables.
Proposition 2.7. Γ w is E M -unifiable, iff M accepts input w.
Proof. . "⇐": If M accepts input w, then there exists a substitution θ that instantiates x and y with terms of the form g B (. . . g B (z) . . .), such that θf (q ST , g B (x), t w (y)) simplifies (using R M ) to a term s with q ACC at the first argument. Then s and f (q ACC , z 1 , z 2 ) are syntactically unifiable, hence Γ w is E M -unifiable.
"⇒": Let Γ w be E M -unifiable. Then Lemma 2.5 shows that there exists a normal E M -unifier of Γ w . Theorem 2.6 shows that narrowing on Γ w should produce at least one unifier.
Narrowing on f (q ACC , z 1 , z 2 ) is not possible, since there does not exist a left-hand side of a rewrite rule with q ACC at the first argument position. Hence, narrowing is only performed on the term f (q ST , g B (x), t w ) and its descendants. Furthermore, it always takes place at the top level occurrence, since R M does not introduce new f 's. A condition for success is that some descendant of f (q ST , g B (x), t w (y)) has q ACC as first argument.
We show that narrowing simulates the execution of the Turing machine M with input w. Induction on the number of steps and the encoding in Definition 2.1 show that the unification problem represents the marked tape plus one or two blanks on the left and one blank at the right end. This and the structure of the rewrite rules implies that there is always, at most, one narrowing step possible. If the head is inside the marked tape, then narrowing is just rewriting. If the head scans the borderline of the string representation, then it may be possible that new blanks are added to the end of the string by the narrowing substitution.The effect of narrowing on the marked tape is as if the system R M simplifies an instance of the term f (q ST , g B (x), t w (y)), where for x and y terms representing blanks are substituted. This means narrowing simulates the Turing machine M.
Since it is well known that it is undecidable whether a Turing machine accepts some input (cf. [HU79] ) , and since our assumptions on M can be made without loss of generality, we have our final result.
Theorem 2.8. There is no algorithm that decides the unifiability of terms in permutative theories.
We have also the stronger result.
Theorem 2.9. There exists a permutative theory E M , such that there is no algorithm that decides the unifiability of terms in E M .
Proof. Let U be a universal Turing machine [HU79] . Given any Turing machine M and any input w, there is an appropriate encoding γ(M, w), such that U accepts γ(M, w), iff M accepts w. Due to Proposition 2.7, this means that unification in E U is undecidable, since otherwise we could decide whether U accepts some input, and hence whether any Turing machine M accepts any input w.
